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"Being a "Girl Above Society" means a girl possesses the essential character traits needed to become impactful leaders of their generation.
Girls with this mindset have the opportunity to be their very own superhero, making a positive impact on their future."   



YOU are the CHANGE

Why is EDUCATION FOR ALL GIRLS important? 

 

Educated girls who stay in school and receive an education are more than twice as likely to earn higher wages and are 

able to invest in their children when they are adults. 

 

Educated girls will improve the standard of living and reduce poverty rates. Girls will also see a reduction of child birth 

and marriages before age 18. Teenage pregnancy rates in Uganda are some of the highest in the world. 

 

Educated girls can bring drastic change towards reducing the HIV population. 

 

Educated girls can teach younger girls the importance of education and become a role model in their community. 

 

Educated girls understand safe and positive choices start with today’s girls. 

 

Educated girls have the “Girl Power” and confidence to stand up for their rights.

Today’s Uganda Girls Shape the Future



CONFIDENT
W E  A R E

Girl Talk Uganda Curriculum



CONFIDENT GIRLS

What does being CONFIDENT mean? 

 

I love my unique self. 

 

I do not compare myself to other girls. 

 

I have power over the direction of my life, my surroundings and my community. 

 

I understand my worth and use my voice to share ideas and values. 

 

 

“When a girl is confident, she gains an inner “Girl Power” that allows her to empower other girls around them. Confident

girls make smart choices, have goals and use their voice for good.”

Change the World



MIND GAMES

Before boys or girls are born, their brains developed with different hemispheric divisions of labor. The right and

left hemispheres of the male and female brains are not set up exactly the same way. For example, females tend

to have verbal centers on both sides of the brain, while males tend to have verbal centers on only the left

hemisphere. This is a significant difference. Girls tend to use more words when discussing or describing

incidence, story, person, object, feeling, or place. Males not only have fewer centers in general but also, often,

have less connectivity between their word centers and their memories or feelings. When it comes to discussing

feelings and emotions and senses together, girls tend to have an advantage, and they tend to have more interest

in talking about these things. “Mind Games” extends the conversations amongst girls in their peer group, leaving

them with not only girl-to-girl support but also helps girls realize they are not alone as they face the tough

pressures in their villages and region. Girls learn listening skills, empathy and empowerment. Oftentimes,

discussions can lead to ideas that create positive change.

Overview



MIND GAMES
Activity

SUPPLIES: 

A bag of candy that has different color choices (Example: Skittles) 

If candy is not an option - Girls can roll a dice. The number on the dice will correspond with a word. 

 

 

Girls take turns choosing a piece of candy (no peeking!) Each girls will share what makes her happy, proud, angry,

sad and laugh depending on the color candy/dice roll. Keep the conversations going as long as time permits. 

 

CANDY COLOR CODE/DICE ROLL CODE: 

 

1 - Yellow - Happy 

2 - Orange - Proud 

3 - Red - Angry 

4 - Purple - Sad 

5 - Green - Laugh 

6 - Free Roll - Girls choose!



CLOSING
Close today’s lesson with Doodle/Journal Page and GIRL TALK Booster! 

 

DOODLE/JOURNAL - Each girl will receive “Mind Games” journal page. Girls will draw (allowing girls who struggle

to write but are very creative) or write a response to the journal prompt page. Teacher will collect the completed 

journal page after each lesson. At the end of the course, girls will receive their completed journal to reflect and 

remind them of their GIRL TALK UGANDA journey. 

 

GIRL POWER CHANT: Girls will perform Girl Power Chant after each lesson! The girls will repeat after the teacher 

line by line until memorized. This will take a few lessons! 

 

GIRL TALK Booster - Each girl will receive a booster after each lesson. Girls can take the boosters home to hang 

on their wall as a reminder they are on their way to becoming a “Girl Above Society”. 

 


